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10. Report on European Political Co=
operation issued by the Foreign
Ministers of the Ten on 13 October

1981
(London Report)
Part I

The Foreign Ministers of the Ten member states of the

European Community have examined the development

of European Political Co-operation. It is their constant
concern that this should be improved and to this end they
have considered how it might be ' further strengthened.
olitica.1 Co-operation , which is based on membership of

the European Community, has developed to become a

central element in the foreign policies of all member

states. The Community and its member states are increasingly seen by third countries as a coherent force in
international relations. The Foreign Ministers of the Ten

note that in the years since the foundations of European
Political Co-operation were laid in the Luxembourg Report (approved by Heads of State and Government on
27 October 1970) and the Copenhagen Report (approved

by Foreign Ministers on 23 July 1973 and subsequently

agreed by Heads of State and Government) si.gnificant
progress has been achieved towards the objectives set
out in those reports.
The development of European Political Co-operation over

these years has shown that itanswers a real need feltbythe
member states of the European Community for a closer
unity in this field. It is a mark of its proven value that Euro-

pean Political Co-operation has steadily intensified and its
scope continually broadened. This development has contributed to the ultimate objective of European Union.
The Foreign Ministers agree that further European integration , and the maintenance and development of Com-

munity policies in aCcordance with the Treaties, will be
beneficial toa more effective co-ordination in the field of
foreign policy, and wiH expand the range of instruments
at the disposal of the Ten.

The Foreign Ministers believe that in a period of increased world tension and uncertainty the need for a
coherent and united approach to international affairs by
the members of the European Community is greater than

ever. They note that, in spite of what has been achieved,
the Ten are still far from playing a role in the world appropriate to their combined influence. It is their conviction that the Ten should seek increasingly to shape events
and not merely to react to them.

As regards the scope of European Political Co-operation
and having regard to the different situations of the member states, the Foreign Ministers agree to maintain the

flexible and pragmatic approach which has made it
possible to discuss in Political Co-operation certain important foreign policy questions bearing on the political
aspects of secu rity.

The Ten Foreign Ministers also consider it timely to renew
their commitment to implement fully the undertakings in
the Luxembourg and Copenhagen Reports. In particular

they underline the importance of consultation among the
Ten, which lies at the heart of European Political Co-oper-

ation. They emphasise their commitment to consult part-

ners before adopting final positions or launching

na-

tional initiatives on all important questions of foreign policy which are of concern to the Ten as a whole. They

undertake that in these consultations each member state
will take full account of the position of other partners and
will give due weight to the desirability of achieving a common position. They note that such consultations will be
particularly relevant for

important international

con-

ferences where one or more of the Ten are to participate,
and where the agenda will incl.ude matters under discussion in European Political Co-operation or on which the

Ten have a common position.
The Foreign Ministers note that it is increasingly possible

for the Ten to speak with one voice in international affairs.

Where substantial common positions have been

prominence to
these by means of appropriate references in national
statements on foreign policy questions. At the same time
they emphasise that not merely a common attitude but
joint action, which has always been an objective of European Political Co-operation, should be increasingly

achieved, they undertake to give due

within the capacity of the Ten.

The Foreign Ministers have also examined the machinery
and procedures of Political Co-operation and have

agreed on certain practical improvements which are set
out in Part.ll of this document.
Part II
1.

Ministerial Meetings
A.

Formal Meetings

The agenda for meetings at Ministeri.allevel will include
only items of major importance. The agenda will , where

possible , also be annotated in such a way that the discussion will concentrate on matters for decision.

The analyses and draft texts submitted to Ministers
should contain either precise recommendations or
clearly defined options, so that the Minister can make decisions for future action.
When declarations are issued by Ministerial meetings
and the European Council , they should as a rule be

accompanied by a list of posts in third countries where
the local representative of the Ten will draw the declaration to the attention of the host government. In theabsence of such a list the Presidency has discretion to take
action on its own initiative.
B. Gymnich Type Meetings

\

In order to protect the informal character of these meetings the following guidelines should be observed:
Consultations are confidential;
There will be no formal agenda, official interpretation
or officials present (except for a Presidency notetaker);
The Presidency will summarise for the attention of part-

ners any guidelines of an operational nature that emerge
from the meeting.
The press will only be briefed on subjects autllorised by

the Ten. The Presidency will be responsible in the first
instance for such briefing, the lines of which will be
agreed in advance with partners.

2.

The Political Committee

The Political Committee is one of the central organs of
European Political Co-operation. It is responsible for directing the work of the Working Groups and for the preparation of discussions at Ministerial level.

The Political Committee will ensure the effective operation of Working Groups by giving them a clear mandate to

report on matters of current interest The Presidency will
make the proposals necessary to achieve this. The Work-

ing Groups will , however, remain free to suggest tapics
for reparts to the Political Cammittee.

3.

In .order to

The Correspondents ' Group

permit the Palitical Committee ta focus on the

more important items on its agenda

the Eurapean

Carrespondents will identify those Working Group reports which are not Iik~ly to require substantive discussionin the Political

Committee.
Working Groups

4.

Working Groups ' Reports will include a summary drawing the attentian of the

Palitical Committee to points

which will require decisians for future action, oron which
the Political Committee should concentrate.
In general, partners ' camments via the COREU system an
the oral reports .of Working Groups shauld cancentrate
on paints of substance and nat .of drafting.
If the Presidency considers a partner to be particularly
well qualified on an agenda paint at a Working Group
meeting, it may request that partner ta introduce the discussian an that tapic.

5.

Studies

Even when partners do nat hold the Presidency, they
shauld be encauraged to offer propasals and ideas for
cansideration by the Working Groups.
At present mast .of the effarts of palitical ca-aperati.on are
devated to reacting ta warld events as they occur. In future the Palitical Cammittee may wish ta take a longer
term approach to

certain problems, and to institute

studies to that end. Such studies are already mentioned
in the Copenhagen Repart (part II, paragraph 15) and
should wherever
Warking Groups.

possible be undertaken by existing

The Ten may also prepare studies an areas where their

positions diverge (eg subjects on which they do not vote
unanimously at the United Nations).
It is particularly important that the confidentiality of these
studies should be maintained.

6.

Confidentiality

The success of the process of Political Co-operation de-

pends to a large degree on its confidentiality; certain particularly delicate matters need to be handled in a way
which guarantees that the required level of con'fidentiality is maintained. In such cases papers will be transmitted
to the Foreign Ministries via Embassies, and distributed

within Foreign Ministries by the European Correspondent.

7.

Procedures for EPC/Third Country Contacts

As European Political Co-operation intensifies and
as such will appear as significant interlocutors. Third countries will increasingly express the de-

, broadens the Ten

sire to enter into more or less regular contact with them. It

is important that the Ten should be able to respond effectively to these demands, in particular vis- a-vis countries

of special interest to them, and that they should speak
with one voice in dealings with them.
The Presidency may meet individual representatives of
third countries in order ot discuss certain matters of particularinterest to the country in question.
The Presidency may respond to a request for contacts by
a group of Ambassadors of Member States of organisations with which the Ten maintain special links.
The Heads of Mission of the Ten in a country which expresses the desire for closer contacts with EPC may meet

representatives of that country in order to hear its views
and to explain the position of the Ten.

If necessary, and if the Ten so agree, the Presidency,
accompanied by representatives of the preceding and
succeeding Presidencies, may meet with representatives
of third countries.

If necessary, and if the Ten so agree, the Presidency may

meet the representative of a third country in the margins
of a Ministerial level meeting of the Ten.

8.

Procedure for Political Co-operation in Third Countries

In view of the increasing activities of the Ten in third coun-

tries it is important that the Heads of Mission of the Ten
maintain the practice of meeting regularly in order to exchange information and co-ordinate views. In consider-

ing their response to significant developments in the
country to which they are accredited their first instinct
should be to

co-ordinate with their colleagues of the

Ten.

The participation of the Head of Mission at Political Cooperation meetings should remain the rule. When this is
impossible he may be represented by a member of his
Mission.
The Political Committee welcomes joint reports from
Heads of Mission of the Ten. These may be prepared in
response to a request from the Political Committee or
exceptionally, on the Heads of Missions ' own initiative,
when the situation requires it. Recommendations for

joint action are particularly valuable.
Where reports are made on the Heads of Missions ' own
initiative, it is for them to decide whether to draft a joint
report or to report separately on the basis of their joint
discussions. An equally acceptable alternative is for the
Presidency to draft an oral report on its own authority re-

flecting the views expressed.

9.

Contacts in the Capitals of the Ten

In certain capitals of the Ten the practice has developed

of regular meetings between the nine Heads of Mission
and the Political Director of the host government. This
has proved useful and is to be encouraged.

10. The Presidency

As Political Co-operation has developed , the areas of
agreement among the Ten have enlarged and the range
of subjects handled has become more extensive. The

workload of the Presidency in its role as spokesman in
the European Parliament, and in contacts with

third

countries, has also increased. These trends may be ex-

pected to continue, particularly in the light of the en-

largement of the Community.

As a result it has become desirable to strengthen the organisation and assure the continuity of Political Co-op-

eration and to provide operational support for the Presidency without, however, reducing the direct contact,
pragmatism and economy which are among the chief

virtues of the present arrangements.
Henceforth the Presidency will be assisted by a small

team of officials seconded from preceding and succeeding Presidencies. These officials will remain in the employment of their national Foreign Ministries, and will be
on the staff of their Embassy in the Presidency capital.
They will be at the disposition of the Presidency and will

work under its direction.
The burden of work during the Presidency falls particularly heavily on the Foreign Minister who is President- in-

office. The Ten note that should he wish to do so the

President may delegate certain tasks to his successor;
also request his predecessor to finish tasks
which are close to completion when the Presidency is
he may

handed over.

11.

Relations with the Eu ropean Parliament

In accordance with the Luxembourg and Copenhagen
reports, which underline the importance of associating
the European Parliament with

Political Co-operation

there are frequent contacts between the European Par-

liament and the Presidency. These take the form of four
annual colloquies with the Political Affairs Committee,

answers to Questions on Political Co-operation ,

the

Annual report on Political Co-operation , and the Pres-

idency Speeches at the beginning and end of its term .of
.office which naw usually include Political Co-aperation
subjects.
The contacts between the Cauncil of Ministers and the
European Parliament have been extended to include in-

formal meetings between Ministers and the leaders of
the different political graups represented in the Parliament; these informal meetings pravide a further opp.or~
tunity for informal exchanges an Political Ca~aperati.on.

Taking accaunt of the need further to strengthen ties
with the directly elected Parliament, the Ten envisage
the possibility of mare frequent reference to resoluti.ons
adopted by the Parliament in the deliberatians, communiques and declaration of the Ten , and in Ministers
opening statements at collaquies with the Political
Affairs Committee .of the Parliament.
The Ten nate that after a meeting .of the European Council the President .of the Eurapean Cauncil will make a
statement ta the Parliament. This statement will include
Political Ca-operation subjects discussed at the meeting.
Relations between the Activities of Political Cooperation and those of the European Community

12.

The Ten will provide , as appropriate, for Political Ca-aperatian meetings an the accasian .of Foreign Affairs
Councils. The Presidency will ensure that the discussian

of the Community and Palitical Ca~aperation aspects of
certain questians is ca-ardinatedif the subject matter
requires this.

Within the framework .of the established rules and pro-

cedures the Ten attach impartance to the Cammission .of

the European Communities being fully associated with
Political Ca~aperatian at all levels.

13.

Crisis Procedures

The Political Committee or if necessary, a Ministerial

meeting will convene within 48 hours at the request of

thre,e member states.
The same procedure will apply in third countries at the
level of Heads of Mission.

In order to improve the capacity of the Ten to react in an
emergency Working Groups are encouraged to analyse
areas of potential crisis and to prepare a range of possible reactions by the Ten.

